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"The home based business industry actually been claiming the typical
individual can 'get rich fast' by teaching MLM lead generation strategies
that were made to insure the business durability and the success of its'
leaders

(Newswire.net -- November 15, 2013)  -- FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

 

"The home based business industry has actually been claiming the typical individual can 'get rich fast' by teaching
network marketing lead generation systems that were made to insure the business durability and the success of its'
leaders instead of the success of the everyday individuals," states Terry Duff creator of "Lead Tsunami", the fastest
most simple "network marketing lead generation system" for home business owners. "Leaders and companies in
network marketing industries have actually been teaching MLM lead generation methods like the best ways to 'work
their warm market', 'the 3-foot guideline' and strategies that are the actions of a employee or a sales force instead of
as an owner or supplier of a product or service, for more than 50 years. The failure rate in this industry is more than
90% and it’s because people are taught network marketing lead generation systems to build someone else’s
business, not their own.”

 

Terry Duff, founder and creator of “Lead Tsunami”, has more than 30 years combined experience in marketing and
starting enterprises from home. He has created multi-million dollar businesses right from home, marketing numerous
products and services. Because of this expertise and MLM recruiting secrets he can show anyone how to create an
endless supply of hungry prospects, recruit at the push of a button and automate all of the heavy lifting so you can
have droves of prospects begging you for more information about your products and opportunity. In Fact, thousands
of networkers from all over the world have purchase this amazing “network marketing lead generation system” to
learn:

 

• One underground lead generation to generate a flood of FREE leads...every single day

 

• How to quickly generate your first $1,000 even if you're brand new to network marketing or your company

 

• 3 Super Simple Things To Do Immediately That Will Have More Traffic Going To Your Websites Than You Ever
Thought Was Possible

 

• How to properly create a data capture page (squeeze page) that allows prospects to submit their information
because they want to know more info on your products, services and your opportunity!

 

It is estimated that 40% of the U.S. population is involved in an MLM or knows someone who is and the numbers are
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growing rapidly. More and more people are discovering the harsh reality of our global economy, watching hundreds of
thousands of jobs being created overseas at the expense of U.S. employment. The MLM industry is fast approaching
a trillion dollars as more and more people seek the security of being in control of their own economic futures.

 

Terry Duff has been seen nationwide on T.V., the internet and industry publications sharing why he does is helping so
many people to find and create the income of their dreams. To grab your copy of “Lead Tsunami” click here
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